
Water-Based Condensation Nucleus Counter (WCN)

General Description

�Condensation nuclei� are particles that serve as condensation centers when ex-
posed to high supersaturations of some condensible vapor like butanol or water.
They are normally detected by exposing the airstream to such a supersaturated
vapor and then detecting the resulting droplets after they grow to sizes where
they are readily counted by, e.g., an optical counter.

The primary condensation-nucleus counter used on the NSF/NCAR GV is a
modi�ed version of the TSI 3786 Ultra-Fine Water-Based Condensation Nu-
cleus Counter, with modi�cations made by Aerosol Dynamics, Inc., and Quant.
The modi�cations were primarily to lower the temperature in the region where
droplets grow on condensation nuclei, which was necessary because the 60 C
growth temperature of the standard 3786 is the boiling point when the pres-
sure is about 200 mb, and the GV �ies well above this altitude. Other changes
were made to the �ow control, �ow rates, pumps, and water injection scheme to
adapt to the large altitude range of the GV. One substantial advantage of this
instrument over other CN counters is that it does not depend on butanol as the
operating �uid and so does not require handling of a �ammable gas around the
aircraft or �ight with a �ammable substance.

The threshold particle size detected by the WCN is about 5 nm, becoming
larger at low pressure but remaining below the ultra-�ne size range (<10 nm)
at pressures as low as 150 mb. The instrument also is relatively insensitive
to coincidence losses, continuing to perform with coincidence losses <10% up
to concentrations around 105cm-3. Tubing losses can be signi�cant for small
particles, so size-dependent and pressure-dependent corrections may be needed
unless the lines can be kept very short (not more than a few m).

Data Products

The primary data product is the variable CONCN_WCN, the measured con-
centration of condensation nuclei in ambient cm-3 (not STP volume). The �ow
rate, temperature and pressure are also measured and included in the data �les.
The measurements are normally output once per second but are sampled and
recorded at 10 Hz so can be included at that higher rate in special-processing
data �les.
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